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Shoot 'em up with the 3rd game in the Gundemonium Collection series. Hitogata Happa is considered one of the hardest doujin
style shooters ever! – Unlike the first two g 5d3b920ae0
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Sadly this is a bit of a nose dive in terms of quality compared with the previous Gundemonium games. It's got all kinds of weird
mechanics that simply don't work well in a bullet hell game and I feel alienated. You certainly cannot play this like any other
shooter as the game constantly encourages you to get close to larger enemies and die to perform the most damage and most of
the time you'll hit a bullet on your way there and waste that life. The bullets are also a lot faster, the character speeds more
varied making it very difficult to pick up. Even the best players die constantly, making an attempt to be good at this game very
undesirable and unrewarding.. Epic, simply epic.. NASHEED INTENSIFIES]. one of the most difficult shooters I've played so
far. Bullet hell' doesn't begin to describe it, but what style and action! Pretty and intense. Confirms my belief that everyone
should play with dolls.. If you like Touhou, you may just like this, too.. Excellent doujin vertical shmup with impressive
sprites,flawless controls and a very nice original mechanic:instead of a single character you control a party of marionettes,each
having distinct attacks and abilities. Oh and despite having four different difficulty settings the game is fairly challenging even
on the lowest one.. Crazy Japanese bullet hell fun. I wish I was better at this genre so I could truly appreciate the advanced
features and the need to ration your kamikaze attacks. Unless you're a bullet-hell/danmaku ninja, you have to save your doll
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roster for specific bosses and reaching the end of the game. Several unlockable units and bosses for the truly skilled. It's not Bug
Princess (Mushihimesama, they made a port of that for iOS, LOLOLOLOL), but it's still hella tough.. I've always argued that
real fun can exist in a game that's very difficult. But the game has to provide you something more than, "Oh well, you died. Try
again." in order for you to come back. The gameplay doesn't have to break the mold but it has to offer this "X factor" that
makes even dying, fun and a natural part of the game. In this game when you die, and you will die a lot, the transition of
throwing you back into the game is 100% smooth. The graphics are above-average, the sound is pretty standard but the overall
presentation is pretty ho-hum and difficulty is brutal. I'm not wasting anymore time trying to get better at this. I love shoot em
ups but there are others that are worth more of my time.. It's definitely very very difficult, but they kinda forgot to make it fun,
OOPS!
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